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Abstract
This article offers a new conceptualisation of the meaning of norms in world politics. It starts from the
observation that existing norm scholarship in International Relations has underestimated the role of ambi-
guity in the constitution of norm meaning. To address this shortcoming, we advance a conceptualisation
that sees norm polysemy – the empirically observable plurality of norm meanings-in-use – as resulting
from the enactment of inherently ambiguous norms in different contexts. By foregrounding norm ambi-
guity, this view offers a radically non-essentialist understanding of norm meaning, one that eschews any
attempt to salvage final or ‘true’ meanings behind the polysemy of norms. Using empirical illustrations
from different fields of contemporary global governance, we identify four mechanisms through which
actors practically cope with the multiplicity of norm meanings that arises from norm ambiguity (deliber-
ation, adjudication, uni- or multilateral fixation attempts, and ad hoc enactment) and outline their varying
effects on the legitimacy and effectiveness of global governance. Based on this discussion, the article points
to the normative implications of a radically non-essentialist conception of norms and suggests harnessing
the positive potential of norm ambiguity as an ethically desirable condition that promotes human diversity
and the plurality of global life.
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Introduction
It is hard to quarrel with the claim that liberal hegemony is eroding, and that this trend tears at
the normative fabric of global governance.1 Non-Western powers such as China, Russia, and
Turkey are challenging liberal conceptions of global order by building alternative institutions
and contesting some of the paramount principles upon which Western hegemony was built.
Meanwhile, the rise of anti-liberal forces inside the West itself indicates that the challenge to con-
temporary global governance comes from within as much as from without. While a complete
overhaul of the normative architecture undergirding global governance seems unlikely,2 the
decline of Western dominance is accompanied by increasing contestation over the meaning of
key international norms.3 There is less and less certainty that all actors mean the same thing
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1Amitav Acharya, The End of American World Order (Cambridge, UK: Polity, 2018); Charles A. Kupchan, No One’s
World: The West, the Rising Rest, and the Coming Global Turn (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2012).

2G. John Ikenberry, ‘Why the liberal world order will survive’, Ethics & International Affairs, 32:1 (2018), pp. 17–29.
3Thorsten Wojczewski, ‘Global power shifts and world order: The contestation of “Western” discursive hegemony’,
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when they invoke individual norms such as the Responsibility to Protect4 or norm sets such as
those surrounding sovereignty, multilateralism, or human rights.5 As a result, debates over norm
polysemy – the parallel existence of diverging meanings or interpretations of norms – will
become a central issue for research on norms and global governance in the years to come.

We suggest that norm research in International Relations (IR) is currently not well equipped to
meet this challenge. Much of the existing research on norm meaning(s) is underdeveloped
regarding both the ontological and conceptual foundations, and the normative evaluation of poly-
semy. With few notable exceptions,6 this research has bracketed the question how norm meaning
is constituted. Theoretical approaches, rationalist and constructivist alike (see below), are almost
all based on an essentialist understanding of norms that either assumes that there is some essen-
tial, ‘true’ core to norms or, as in critical constructivism, that an intersubjective consensus on
their meaning is at least theoretically possible.

To be sure, IR research on norms has made a significant contribution to our understanding of
the role and (regulative and/or constitutive) effects of norms in international politics and thereby
significantly enhanced our understanding of ‘norms as causes’.7 However, by bracketing concep-
tual questions surrounding norm meaning, it has also narrowed the scope of norms research and
foreclosed an investigation of certain aspects of norms and international norm dynamics. In par-
ticular, this omission has resulted in a conspicuous silence on the constitution, the effects, and the
politics of norm meaning. Enlisting notions of strategic ambiguity and contestation, norms
research has touched upon some of the symptoms of the constitution of norm meaning such
as the possibility of divergent interpretations of a norm – the norm polysemy that IR scholars
often study in terms of ‘contestation’.8 But it has not systematically engaged with the structural
conditions that underpin these processes of ‘meaning making’ and which make divergent norm
meanings possible in the first place. Overall, this conceptual and ontological deferral has narrowly
confined considerations of the politics of norm meanings to the instrumental value of norm
determinacy and indeterminacy for the legitimacy or effectiveness of global governance.

In order to address these shortcomings, and to open up new avenues for research on the mean-
ing(s) of norms in world politics, this article offers a reconceptualisation. We draw on post-
structuralist and critical norm research to develop a radically non-essentialist understanding of
norm meaning. Such an understanding breaks up the dichotomy between norm clarity and
norm indeterminacy that often infuses existing approaches. More specifically, we argue that
the diversity and co-existence of different norm interpretations – something we refer to as
norm polysemy – is not ( just) a matter of norm quality or linguistic precision. Instead, it results
from two sources: the first, as contestation research contends, is a pluralisation of the interpretive
contexts in which norm meaning is enacted – a condition reinforced by the decline of Western
hegemony. The second – and this is something that existing approaches tend to miss – is the
inherent openness of language, which induces an irreducible indeterminacy of norm meaning.

definition of norms as ‘standards of appropriate behaviour’ but, problematising the notion of shared meaning, it advances a
processual notion of norms that builds on the concept of social action fields. See Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink,
‘International norm dynamics and political change’, International Organization, 52:4 (1998), pp. 887–917 (pp. 891–2).

4Jennifer M. Welsh, ‘Norm contestation and the Responsibility to Protect’, Global Responsibility to Protect, 5:4 (2013),
pp. 365–96.

5Filippo Costa-Buranelli, ‘“Do you know what I mean?” “Not exactly”: English School, global international society and the
polysemy of institutions’, Global Discourse, 5:3 (2015), pp. 499–514; Vincent Pouliot and Jean-Philippe Thérien, ‘Global gov-
ernance: A struggle over universal values’, International Studies Review, 20:1 (2018), pp. 55–73.

6Carla Winston, ‘Norm structure, diffusion, and evolution: A conceptual approach’, European Journal of International
Relations, 24:3 (2018), pp. 638–61.

7Jeffrey T. Checkel, ‘International norms and domestic politics: Bridging the rationalist-constructivist divide’, European
Journal of International Relations, 3:4 (1997), pp. 473–95.

8See, for example, Antje Wiener, A Theory of Contestation (Berlin: Springer, 2014). While our understanding of polysemy
partially overlaps with notions of contestation, we suggest keeping the two concepts separate (see below).
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We refer to this condition as norm ambiguity.9 Tracing norm polysemy to the interplay of struc-
tural conditions of international society and the inherent ambiguity of norm meanings enables
norm researchers to treat ambiguity as an inescapable feature of global governance,10 the effects
of which will increasingly come to bear in a post-hegemonic world.

Building on these ontological clarifications, we recast some of the debate about norms and glo-
bal governance in a post-hegemonic world. We caution against the prevailing liberal angst about
the future of world order, according to which re-establishing determinacy and consensus around
liberal norms is necessary to avoid disorder.11 We also reject a one-sided instrumental view of
contestation as a tool to increase the legitimacy and effectiveness of global governance. Both
these views ultimately, if to some extent inadvertently, see polysemy as problematic and sideline
the politics and power relations inherent in attempts to fix the meanings of essentially indeter-
minate norms. By contrast, our approach puts the spotlight on the different mechanisms through
which actors practically cope with the inherent ambiguity of norm meaning in different fields of
contemporary global governance. Because ambiguity is a fundamental ontological feature of all
norms, global governance actors are faced with norm polysemy all the time. A variety of contem-
porary governance mechanisms, ranging from third-party adjudication to ad hoc enactment, can
be interpreted as ways of dealing with this challenge. As we demonstrate, these mechanisms have
varying effects on power relations as well as questions of effectiveness and legitimacy in global
governance. We conclude from this discussion that ambiguity is thus not inherently problematic:
if channelled productively, it can help accommodate normative disagreement and facilitate the
agonistic enactment of difference.12

Our argument proceeds in three steps: Section 1 recaptures existing IR literature on norm
meaning and points to some important limitations, with a particular focus on the relationship
between norm polysemy and cooperation in institutions of global governance. Section 2 advances
a radically non-essentialist understanding of norm meaning, according to which the empirical
polysemy of norms is constituted by two conditions, context plurality and ambiguity. Section
3, then, discusses the implications of these conditions for global governance by identifying
some of the mechanisms actors resort to in order to cope with norm ambiguity. The article con-
cludes by pointing to the ethical implications of a radically non-essentialist conception of norms
for IR norms research and for thinking about the future of global governance in a post-
hegemonic world.

The meaning(s) of norms in International Relations theorising
The question how the clarity of norm meanings relates to the effectiveness and legitimacy of glo-
bal governance has been one of the central issues within the IR debate about norms. The posi-
tions authors take in this discussion can be traced back to their meta-theoretical proclivities, with
the main participants coming from either rationalist or social constructivist backgrounds.13

9For a definition of norm ambiguity, see Betcy Jose, Norm Contestation: Insights into Non-Conformity with Armed Conflict
Norms (Berlin: Springer, 2018), p. 5. For a more extensive discussion of the concept of ambiguity, including the distinction of
ambiguity from other concepts alluding to the limits of knowledge such as risk and uncertainty, see Jacqueline Best, The
Limits of Transparency: Ambiguity and the History of International Finance (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2005);
Jacqueline Best, ‘Ambiguity, uncertainty, and risk: Rethinking indeterminacy’, International Political Sociology, 2:4 (2008),
pp. 355–74.

10See also Best, The Limits of Transparency.
11Ikenberry, ‘Why the liberal world order will survive’; Anne-Marie Slaughter, ‘The return of anarchy?’, Columbia Journal

of International Affairs, 70 (2017), available at: {https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/return-anarchy} accessed 22 January 2021.
12The notion of an agonistic approach to norm meaning is touched upon in the Conclusion.
13Here, we refer to the ‘mainstream’ strand of constructivism, which generally assumes that an intersubjective consensus

over meaning in the sense of ‘adequate’ correspondence between concepts and empirical referents is possible both in scientific
inquiry and among the actors themselves. See Finnemore and Sikkink, ‘International norm dynamics and political change’.
This interpretation is distinct from perspectives informed by poststructural epistemology, which have sometimes been
labelled ‘radical’ or ‘reflexive’ constructivism.
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Authors working within a broadly neoliberal institutionalist tradition frequently argue that
norms facilitate cooperation because they constitute expectations about the behaviour of potential
partners and thereby reduce uncertainty. The more precisely norms are formulated, the better
they will be at informing the calculations of international actors, stabilising their expectations,
and directing them towards collaborative behaviour. Imprecise norms, in this view, lead to imper-
fect information. They increase transaction costs and make enforcement through sanctions diffi-
cult because it is hard to determine whether a party has complied with agreements or not.14 By
consequence, norm imprecision may lead to unintended effects, subversion and, ultimately, the
breaking down of cooperation.15 To remedy these dangers, authors working within this tradition
have treated the specification and codification of binding rules as an important catalyst of inter-
national cooperation. In this view, norm precision (or determinacy) is and should be one of the
defining features of international law and institutions.16 Any residual interpretative differences
can and should be resolved by means of legal reasoning, in particular by investing interpretive
power in independent judicial bodies, such as international courts and tribunals.17 Put simply,
difference in meaning ought to be ‘governed away’.

Authors coming from a social constructivist orientation have challenged this position. They
highlight that formal legalisation is not the only or even necessarily the most important basis
for legitimate and effective collective action in global governance. In their view, informal prac-
tices, arguing, and general beliefs about rightful conduct are equally important.18 Therefore,
norm-guided practice does not presuppose precision. To the contrary, precision can even have
negative effects, for example by discouraging states from entering what they perceive as inflexible
regimes or hegemonic frameworks imposed by powerful outsiders.19 Formulations that are open
to different interpretations, by contrast, may foster consensus among actors with a range of dif-
ferent predispositions.20 This point of ‘constructive ambiguity’ is stressed, for example, in analyses
of the European Union’s (EU) Common Security and Defence Policy21 and the European
Constitution process,22 which both exhibit imprecise formulations but precisely for this reason
managed to integrate the different views of the EU member states under a common framework.
This resonates with Kelebogile Zvobgo, Wayne Sandholtz, and Suzie Mulesky’s recent study of
human rights treaty reservations, which shows how treaty provisions that create precise obliga-
tions enhance the likelihood of reservation.23

14Abram Chayes and Antonia Handler Chayes, ‘On compliance’, International Organization, 47:2 (1993), pp. 175–205;
Robert O. Keohane, After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the World Political Economy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1984); Katerina Linos and Tom Pegram, ‘The language of compromise in international agreements’,
International Organization, 70:3 (2016), pp. 587–621.

15Miles Kahler, ‘Conclusion: The causes and consequences of legalization’, International Organization, 54:3 (2000),
pp. 661–83; James Mahoney and Kathleen Ann Thelen, Explaining Institutional Change: Ambiguity, Agency, and Power
(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2010).

16Judith Goldstein, Miles Kahler, Robert O. Keohane, and Anne-Marie Slaughter, ‘Introduction: Legalization and world
politics’, International Organization, 54:3 (2000), pp. 385–99.

17Chayes and Chayes, ‘On compliance’, pp. 190–2.
18Martha Finnemore and Stephen J. Toope, ‘Alternatives to “legalization”: Richer views of law and politics’, International

Organization, 55:3 (2001), pp. 743–58; Wayne Sandholtz, ‘Dynamics of international norm change: Rules against wartime
plunder’, European Journal of International Relations, 14:1 (2008), pp. 101–31.

19Wesley W. Widmaier and Luke Glanville, ‘The benefits of norm ambiguity: Constructing the Responsibility to Protect
across Rwanda, Iraq, and Libya’, Contemporary Politics, 21:4 (2015), pp. 367–83.

20Kees van Kersbergen and Bertjan Verbeek, ‘The politics of international norms: Subsidiarity and the imperfect compe-
tence regime of the European Union’, European Journal of International Relations, 13:2 (2007), pp. 217–38.

21Antoine Rayroux, ‘Speaking EU defence at home: Contentious discourses and constructive ambiguity’, Cooperation and
Conflict, 49:3 (2014), pp. 386–405.

22Antje Wiener, ‘Constructivism and sociological institutionalism’, in Michelle Cini and Angela Bourne (eds), Palgrave
Advances in EU Studies (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), pp. 35–55.

23Kelebogile Zvobgo, Wayne Sandholtz, and Suzie Mulesky, ‘Reserving rights: Explaining human rights treaty reserva-
tions’, International Studies Quarterly (2020), available at: {https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqaa070} accessed 22 January 2021.
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The vast literature on norm contestation, translation, and diffusion, which emerged from a
critical engagement with mainstream social constructivist norm research, has developed these
ideas further. Rejecting the conventional constructivist idea of a linear norm cycle, in which
norms emerge through argument and persuasion, and are then gradually formalised and diffused
until their regulative effects cause significant shifts in state behaviour, the starting point of these
approaches is the observation of continuous disagreement over the meaning of norms.24 In this
view, norms are contested ‘by default’.25 The underlying assumption is that the emergence of glo-
bal governance has lifted rule making and application out of the relatively homogenous cultural
framework of the nation-state. International norms and their meanings are agreed upon in global
elite communities but interpreted, negotiated, and applied in highly diverse cultural contexts.
This process helps create a fit with local ideational predispositions but carries with it the potential
for misunderstanding and resistance in global governance.26

Rather than taking Western liberal interpretations of norms at face value, the contestation lit-
erature therefore suggests that norm research should look at the way in which norms and norm
meanings are negotiated, translated, and/or localised in different settings.27 The normative core
argument of this literature is that making processes of norm building more inclusive – by increas-
ing space for and access to contestation instead of relying on static interpretations – may impact
positively on a norm’s recognition and, by consequence, buttress the legitimacy of governance
frameworks.28 Despite its self-reflexive and critical approach to norm meaning, the contestation
literature remains broadly tied to a conventional, liberal approach to global governance29 that
focuses on participatory processes of deliberation within an already existing realm of difference.
As we argue below, it is equally important to look into how this difference is constituted in the
first place.

Buried within the contestation approach is an emphasis on social practice. Indeed, as we will
show later, practice is important for understanding the inherent ambiguity of norm meaning.
However, practice theorists have so far avoided a direct engagement with the notion of norm
meaning. The reason for this, as Christian Bueger30 observes, is that norms in the practice litera-
ture are typically seen as one component of practical knowledge, alongside other forms such as
‘rules of thumb, body-based performances, or knowledge inscribed in artifacts’.31 Bueger points
to the potentially fruitful ways in which practice theory and norm contestation scholarship can
learn from each other, but ultimately acknowledges that practice theorists have so far seen little
need to engage systematically with the constitution of norms, for the latter are only one feature of
the spectrum of practical knowledge they are interested in.

The distinction between neoliberal institutionalists championing norm clarity and social con-
structivists as well as contestation scholars highlighting the benefits of interpretive openness is
obviously a picture painted with a very broad brush. On the one hand, some constructivist
works also describe clarity and determinacy as an essential precondition for the legitimacy and

24Mona Lena Krook and Jacqui True, ‘Rethinking the life cycles of international norms: The United Nations and the global
promotion of gender equality’, European Journal of International Relations, 18:1 (2012), pp. 103–27.

25Antje Wiener, ‘Contested meanings of norms: A research framework’, Comparative European Politics, 5:1 (2007), pp. 1–17.
26Antje Wiener, The Invisible Constitution of Politics: Contested Norms and International Encounters (Cambridge, UK:

Cambridge University Press, 2008); Antje Wiener and Uwe Puetter, ‘Contested norms in international law and international
relations’, Journal of International Law and International Relations, 5:1 Special Issue (2009).

27Amitav Acharya, Whose Ideas Matter? Agency and Power in Asian Regionalism (Ithaca, NY and London, UK: Cornell
University Press, 2009); David Capie, ‘Localization as resistance: The contested diffusion of small arms norms in
Southeast Asia’, Security Dialogue, 39:6 (2008), pp. 637–58; Susanne Zwingel, Translating International Women’s Rights:
The CEDAW Convention in Context (London, UK and New York, NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016).

28Best, The Limits of Transparency; Wiener, The Invisible Constitution of Politics.
29Jonas Wolff and Lisbeth Zimmermann, ‘Between banyans and battle scenes: Liberal norms, contestation, and the limits

of critique’, Review of International Studies, 42:3 (2016), pp. 513–34.
30Christian Bueger, ‘Practices, norms, and the theory of contestation’, Polity, 49:1 (2017), pp. 126–31.
31Ibid., p. 127.
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effective functioning of norm regimes.32 Vague norms increase the likelihood of contestation
once they are adopted, which can be a challenge for governance structures and may therefore
prompt actors to try and create more specific regimes to pin down a particular interpretation.33

On the other hand, rationalist studies of legal uncertainty due to institutional overlap and ‘incom-
plete contracting’ – the inclusion of vague language or provisions which are open to
re-negotiation in international agreements – found that imprecise rules may be conducive to
cooperation because they better reflect actors’ preferences in complex environments and uncer-
tain futures.34 Precision might also be detrimental from a rationalist point of view when it creates
loopholes and leads to over complex provisions, which are vulnerable to manipulation and
exploitation by those few experts who understand them.35

Despite their differences, however, all three approaches – rationalism, social constructivism,
and contestation research – share certain premises that limit their exploration of norm meanings.
They assume that actors can collectively determine the meaning of norms in more or less specific
ways by opting either for a formal-bureaucratic approach to cooperation, which is supposed to
eliminate interpretive differences, or a more flexible, political approach. Choosing the latter,
actors may, for example, strategically include vague terms in international agreements.36 They
may also create inclusive international institutions as a way to encourage deliberation, as often
suggested in the contestation literature. This perspective foregrounds the value of using polysemy
instrumentally as a way of maximising either individual actors’ gains, consensus during negotia-
tions, or general norm compliance. Insofar as there is a normative evaluation, it accounts for
norms as a means for realising external values such as cooperation, peace, and consensus. As
it were, the precision of norm meaning is merely an intervening variable or, from a normative
point of view, a means to the end of increasing the legitimacy or effectiveness of global
governance.

While work under this broad paradigm has generated invaluable insights into the connection
between the meaning of norms and the legitimacy of global governance, it leaves open a number
of important questions. Above all, if norm meanings can be collectively determined in more or
less specific ways, does this imply that behind a layer of contested meaning, there is an ‘essential’
meaning to every norm that actors (as well as observers) can approximate to or deviate from as
they wish? That certainly seems at odds with the constructivist ontological notion that meaning is
a contingent social construction and only exists as meaning-in-use.37 If, on the other hand, inter-
pretative openness is not simply the result of a conscious deviation from a given, ‘essential’ mean-
ing, where does it come from in the first place? If we want to analyse how governance becomes
possible and legitimate despite the disagreement on its normative foundations, we need to clarify
what it is about norms that enables divergent interpretations in the first place.

32Finnemore and Sikkink, ‘International norm dynamics and political change’; Finnemore and Toope, ‘Alternatives to
“legalization”’, p. 749.

33Kersbergen and Verbeek, ‘The politics of international norms’.
34Alexander Cooley and Hendrik Spruyt, Contracting States: Sovereign Transfers in International Relations (Princeton, NJ:

Princeton University Press, 2009); Stephanie C. Hofmann, ‘Why institutional overlap matters: CSDP in the European security
architecture’, Journal of Common Market Studies, 49:1 (2011), pp. 101–20.

35Chayes and Chayes, ‘On compliance’, p. 193. Scholars of regime complexity have also argued that individual actors –
though not the entirety of parties involved – can benefit from ‘strategic inconsistency’ or ‘strategic ambiguity’ because it
allows them to reap the benefits of asymmetric information and realise higher relative gains than in cases of full transparency.
See Karen J. Alter and Sophie Meunier, ‘The politics of international regime complexity’, Perspectives on Politics, 7:1 (2009),
pp. 13–24 (p. 16); Kal Raustiala and David G. Victor, ‘The regime complex for plant genetic resources’, International
Organization, 58:2 (2004), pp. 277–309 (pp. 301–02).

36See in particular Hofmann, ‘Why institutional overlap matters’; Rayroux, ‘Speaking EU defence at home’, pp. 387–8;
Widmaier and Glanville, ‘The benefits of norm ambiguity’, p. 370.

37Jennifer Milliken, ‘The study of discourse in international relations’, European Journal of International Relations, 5:2
(1999), pp. 225–54.
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The constitution of norm meaning: Distinguishing norm ambiguity and norm polysemy
The reason why existing approaches have trouble answering the questions mentioned above is that
they do not go ‘all the way down’ when it comes to theorising the constitution of norm meanings.
Critical norm research has highlighted that even the contestation literature, which is arguably most
aware of the ubiquity of diverging norm interpretations, ultimately relies on an essentialist under-
standing of norms. As Holger Niemann and Henrik Schillinger conclude in a critique of Antje
Wiener’s pioneering work on norm contestation, ‘while the argument begins with an explicit rejec-
tion of an ontologisation of norms as facts, the conceptual shift to cultural validation leads to a
re-ontologisation of norms and a problematisation of contestation’.38 By adopting the social con-
structivist definition of norms as shared standards of appropriate behaviour, the contestation litera-
ture posits the researcher as an objective observer of the pre-existing identity of norms and invites
an epistemological stance that treats ambiguity as something problematic.

To this epistemological point, we would add a conceptual shortcoming. Although the contest-
ation literature emphasises the dual quality of norms as structuring behaviour and being structured
by it,39 it has not adequately theorised the relationship between the practice of contestation as a
source of different, co-existing norm interpretations (what we will refer to as norm polysemy),
and the essential indeterminacy or ‘contestedness’ of norm meanings (what we will refer to as
norm ambiguity). The result is a somewhat paradoxical stance that promotes contestation (in the
sense of deliberating norm meanings in a Habermasian sense) as a means to overcoming the con-
flictive potential of contestedness (in the sense of stunted norm recognition and validation).40

To open up norms research to more critical perspectives, Stephan Engelkamp and Katharina
Glaab have called for a conceptual rethinking of norms ‘in a more reflective way that tolerates and
even embraces normative ambiguity’.

41

Taking up this challenge, we propose a coherent concep-
tualisation of how norm meaning is constituted as a basis from which to lift the debate about the
implications of norm polysemy for global governance out of its confinement to instrumentalist
terms. At its core, this approach sees the empirical polysemy of norms as constituted by two con-
ditions, namely context plurality and ambiguity.

As indicated above, context plurality is a well-established source of polysemy. Contestation
scholars have long pointed out that the enactment of norm meaning is not carried out in a social
vacuum but in specific cognitive or cultural contexts. These frames provide interpretive grids
based on which actors can turn a norm into meaning-in-use.42 If actors enact norms from within
diverging discursive grids, this will result in norm polysemy. Empirical studies on norm contest-
ation have provided rich insights into how norm polysemy permeates fields like armed conflict,43

non-proliferation,44 or human rights.45 In all of these cases, polysemy ensues in disputes over
norm meaning, that is, dynamics of contestation.

38Holger Niemann and Henrik Schillinger, ‘Contestation “all the way down”? The grammar of contestation in norm
research’, Review of International Studies, 43:1 (2017), pp. 29–49 (pp. 39–40). Another example is the work of Krook and
True, who list a number of potential effects of contestation, namely expansion, deepening, misunderstanding, ignorance,
reversion, and emptying. All of them either presuppose or at least accept the possibility of norms having substantial – albeit
malleable – meanings. See Krook and True, ‘Rethinking the life cycles of international norms’.

39Antje Wiener, ‘Contested compliance: Interventions on the normative structure of world politics’, European Journal of
International Relations, 10:2 (2004), pp. 189–234.

40Wiener, A Theory of Contestation.
41Stephan Engelkamp and Katharina Glaab, ‘Writing norms: Constructivist norm research and the politics of ambiguity’,

Alternatives: Global, Local, Political, 40:3–4 (2015), pp. 201–18 (p. 211). See also Niemann and Schillinger, ‘Contestation “all
the way down”?’ .

42Wiener, The Invisible Constitution of Politics; Wiener, A Theory of Contestation.
43Jose, Norm Contestation.
44Harald Müller and Carmen Wunderlich, ‘Not lost in contestation: How norm entrepreneurs frame norm development in

the nuclear nonproliferation regime’, Contemporary Security Policy, 39:3 (2018), pp. 341–66.
45Andrea Birdsall, ‘But we don’t call it “torture”! Norm contestation during the US “war on terror”’, International Politics,

53:2 (2016), pp. 176–97.
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Adopting this contextual view of norm meaning implies that when it comes to analysing the
structural consequences of the meaning(s) of norms in global governance, examining the context
of its institutionalisation should assume priority over studying the supposed ‘substance’ of a norm
or formal attributes such as its lexical precision. Acknowledging the role of context in the con-
stitution of norm meaning implies that the degree of polysemy does not necessarily decrease as
one moves from fundamental principles to more specific rules and procedures, as most norm
researchers – including some contestation scholars46 – assume. Rather, it depends on the degree
of differentiation of the traditions and historical practices of interpretation that underpin the con-
texts within which actors enact norm meanings. The result, as Christian Reus-Smit observes, is a
‘highly complex cultural universe of meanings and practices: neither a world of a single norm …
nor a world of coherent cultural structures’.47

However, focusing on context alone does not explain why a norm allows different actualisa-
tions in the first place. Without answering this question, research risks re-ontologising – or
re-essentialising – norms as signs with real-world referent objects, which are related by means
of definition and deliberation – processes the researcher either performs herself or extrapolates
from the deliberations of the actors themselves who can, at least in theory, achieve an intersub-
jective consensus over norm meanings. Approaches that confine the theorisation of norm mean-
ings to the level of structural context, like most contestation literature, ultimately maintain a
truncated understanding of the constitution of norm meanings.

This brings us to the second part of our conceptualisation, ambiguity. Philosophers of lan-
guage and poststructuralist scholars from across the social sciences have frequently asserted
that all meaning is principally indeterminate.48 Because all ‘signs’ (words, names, concepts)
lack a definite ‘signified’ (empirical referent object), there is no objective and definite meaning
hidden in language that actors could simply uncover through interpretation. Instead, signs sub-
sume multiple, equally valid meanings and can be understood to refer to different types of actions
or practices.

So how is ambiguity implicated in the constitution of norm meaning? The principal mechan-
ism at play is linguistic practice.49 According to Ludwig Wittgenstein, whose ideas have been
enlisted by the early constructivist pioneers such as Adler, Onuf and Kratochwil,50 ‘the meaning
of a word is its use in the language’.51 While the concept of ‘meaning’ and its source has a rather
ambiguous status in Wittgenstein’s work, he was clear that the meaning of a word (or a sentence)
remains fundamentally undetermined. The idea that meaning is always relational and never abso-
lute is encapsulated in his concept of ‘language games’ developed in the Philosophical
Investigations. Because meaning is not inherent in words, it has to be constructed through (lin-
guistic) practices in which actors determine the meanings that attend words. The key point here is
that although language games are governed by a system of rules that allow actors to identify simi-
larities and dissimilarities in meanings, their interactions cannot produce precise links between

46Wiener, ‘Contested compliance’, p. 184.
47Christian Reus-Smit, On Cultural Diversity: International Theory in a World of Difference (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge

University Press, 2018), p. 150.
48Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic Politics (London,

UK: Verso, 2001).
49Whilst IR constructivists have drawn on insights from communicative action theory to explicate how actors argue about

the content and applicability of norms at the global level, IR norm scholars have not systematically engaged with the complex
link between norm meaning and the constitutive structural features of language. See, for example, Thomas Risse, ‘“Let’s
argue!”: Communicative action in world politics’, International Organization, 54:1 (2000), pp. 1–39; Neta Crawford,
Argument and Change in World Politics: Ethics, Decolonization, and Humanitarian Intervention (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2002).

50See, for example, Friedrich V. Kratochwil, Rules, Norms, and Decisions: On the Conditions of Practical and Legal
Reasoning in International Relations and Domestic Affairs (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1989).

51Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations (Oxford, UK: Basil Blackwell, 1978), p. 43.
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words and meanings that lead to ‘a state of complete exactness’.52 The basic problem,
Wittgenstein noted, is that ‘we do not command a clear view of the use of our words’, leaving
us with ‘perspicuous representations’ rather than clear correlations between words and
meanings.53

We can surmise that Wittgenstein’s claim about the fundamental indeterminacy of linguistic
concepts also extends to norms. The meaning of norms is only rendered observable through their
social enactment, in which actors temporarily ‘articulate’ it. Norm meaning is, in other words,
always meaning-in-use beyond which no ultimate truth lies.54 Consequently, the prescriptions
of appropriate behaviour a norm entails can never be inferred from one particular meaning,
and neither can the grounds for its application, justification, and contestation. They emerge
and evolve through complex and often unpredictable linguistic practices. We call this ultimate
indeterminacy of norms, engendered by the indeterminacy of language, norm ambiguity.

The notion of ambiguity debunks the idea that norms possess anything like an essential onto-
logical core. Borrowing from Alexander Wendt,55 without context-specific enactment, a norm is
merely a ‘potential’ (containing multiple potential meanings) whose concrete meanings – as well
as the practices they prescribe – cannot be determined. Consequently, enacting a norm contains
an element of ‘decision’ that is not structurally determined itself.56 Similarly, assessing norm
compliance under conditions of norm ambiguity is also never an objective practice, in which
an impartial adjudicator determines whether an action falls within the perimeters of acceptable
behaviour as foreseen by the norm. Instead, assessing norm following behaviour always includes
an element of actualising – not simply interpreting in the sense of ‘clarifying’ – the meaning of an
otherwise ambiguous norm. Any such actualisations can only be partial and temporal.

Conceptualising norm ambiguity in this way explains both why norm contestation is possible
in the first place, and why it can never rid norms of their ‘contestedness’. It thus helps understand
struggles like that over the prohibition of torture in the context of the US ‘war of terror’. The very
possibility of the attempt by the US administration to ‘redefine’ the content of the norm and the
ensuing struggle over the meaning of the norm shows that, despite its standing as a jus cogens
norm and numerous attempts to clarify and specify its content, the norm remains open to diver-
ging interpretations.57 Due to its inherent ambiguity, the norm subsumes multiple meanings that
actors, in this case the US administration, can invoke in a bid to define (or contest) ‘the’ meaning
of the norm.58

The poststructuralist monition about the contingency and instability of all attempts to fix
meaning thus relates the failure to control norm meanings and to forge consensus to their inher-
ent ambiguity. As Zygmunt Bauman observes, efforts at resolving ambiguity by adding additional

52Ibid.
53Ibid., p. 49.
54Laclau and Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy, pp. 105, 113; Milliken, ‘The study of discourse in international

relations’.
55Alexander Wendt, Quantum Mind and Social Science: Unifying Physical and Social Ontology (Cambridge, UK:

Cambridge University Press, 2015), pp. 216–17. Wendt makes this claim from a quantum mechanical perspective.
56See also Ernesto Laclau, New Reflections on the Revolution of Our Time (London, UK: Verso, 1990), p. 33.
57Jamal Barnes, ‘The “war on terror” and the battle for the definition of torture’, International Relations, 30:1 (2016),

pp. 102–24, 107.
58In this instance, the US contested not the content of the norm but the conditions of its application. In other words, the

US engaged in what Deitelhoff and Zimmermann refer to as ‘applicatory contestation’ (as opposed to ‘validity contestation’).
More generally, however, ambiguity and polysemy are a feature of both the (meaning of the) content of a norm and of the
(meaning of the) condition of its application. Since both norm content and conditions of application form part of what
Winston calls the ‘structure of norms’, and since ambiguity pervades this structure in its entirety, ensuing norm polysemy
can manifest itself in either of these dimensions. Nicole Deitelhoff and Lisbeth Zimmermann, ‘Things we lost in the fire:
How different types of contestation affect the robustness of international norms’, International Studies Review, 22:1
(2020), pp. 51–76; Winston, ‘Norm structure, diffusion, and evolution’.
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layers of norms only ever result in ‘yet more occasion for ambiguity’.59 Attempting to specify gen-
eral principles through the codification of ever-more detailed prescriptions, does not fundamen-
tally alter, nor does it bring to a halt, the inherent ambiguity of normative language.60 Writing on
the role of language in the interpretation of international law, Ingo Venzke has captured the
essence of this perspective quite neatly when he stated that ‘any rule – generally, x counts as y
in context c – will be troubled by indeterminacy’.61 Technocratic rules and procedures still rely
on contingent enactments in their application.

To sum up, our conceptual framework sees norm polysemy as resulting from the interaction of
two constitutive conditions: the fundamental indeterminacy of language (ambiguity) and the dif-
ferentiation of contexts in which meanings are actualised through contested processes (Figure 1).
It is the interplay between ambiguity and context that makes actualisations of meaning possible,
as the interpretation of the language of a norm necessarily takes place in context, be it cultural,
institutional, social, or otherwise. Consequently, the meaning of a norm cannot be found any-
where but in its interpretive enactment. At the same time, the contingent nature of this enactment
implies that there is no essential and stable meaning of a norm.

What does such a radically non-essentialist understanding of norms mean for the conven-
tional notion of norms as shared understandings? We agree with Allan Collins that norms
‘need not imply a specific, even agreed upon understanding, but rather a vague and possibly inco-
herent understanding’ that evolves within certain parameters.62 This chimes well with our con-
ceptual reorientation, for it shifts the ontological core of norms from shared meaning to

Figure 1. The relationship between ambiguity and context as sources for polysemy.

59Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and Ambivalence (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1991), p. 3.
60Best, ‘Ambiguity, uncertainty, and risk’.
61Ingo Venzke, ‘Is interpretation in international law a game?’, in Andrea Bianchi, Daniel Peat, and Matthew Windsor

(eds), Interpretation in International Law (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2015), pp. 352–70 (p. 365); see also
Benjamin Gregg, Coping in Politics with Indeterminate Norms: A Theory of Enlightened Localism (Albany, NY: State
University of New York Press, 2003).

62Allan Collins, ‘W(h)ither the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)? W(h)ither constructivism? Fixity of
norms and the ASEAN way’, International Relations, 33:3 (2019), pp. 413–32 (p. 417).
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shared process. Locating the ‘sharedness’ of norms in process opens the door to consider norms
as ‘social action fields’ rather than discrete social entities. Building on Neil Fligstein and Doug
McAdam,63 we conceptualise norms as social fields in which actors are attuned to one another
on the basis of notionally shared understandings about the need for, and purpose of, a norm.
For example, the prohibition on the use of force can be understood as a norm because actors
agree that the resort to violence in international relations needs to be limited, while preserving
the right to defend themselves and others individually or collectively. Within such a field, actors
do not have to agree on shared meanings; instead, they need to acknowledge that the diverse ways
in which norm meanings are enacted by others are ‘close enough’.64 Accordingly, ‘sharedness’ as
a characteristic feature of norms results from practices of recognition of diverging understand-
ings. Polysemy, then, refers to a constellation in which actors placed inside a particular social
field acknowledge the multiplicity of interpretations of this standard. Whether or not multiplicity
subsequently gives rise to contestation, that is, disputes over norm meaning, then depends on
whether actors problematise this multiplicity or challenge its boundaries.

Inherent in the idea of norms as social fieldsmarked by polysemous meanings is the existence of
boundaries. Indeed, as Carla Winston indicates, any interpretation that, in the eyes of the actors,
does not address the general problem that motivates the norm or invalidates its functional purpose
cannot belong to the field.65 To invoke the example of the prohibition of the use of force again,
interpretations that construe the waging of aggressive war as appropriate behaviour do not fall
within the range of acceptable interpretations of the norm. The boundaries in which norm mean-
ings exist are highly fluid, subject to ongoing adaptive processes. In this sense, our conceptualisation
of norms as social fields shares similarities with recent pragmatist approaches to normativity,
because it sees norms as arrangements of processual, interacting interpretations of meanings
aimed at directing action toward the attainment of a specific set of regulative outcomes.66

Thus, ambiguity does not rule out that actors accept the existence and validity of a norm as a
basis for coordinated action even as their understanding of its precise meaning will be different.
But we do maintain that problematising the constitution of norm meaning ‘all the way down’
raises questions about the politics of norm meanings that existing IR norms research has failed
to answer. The next section, therefore, offers a framework for theorising and empirically analysing
the implications of norm polysemy for global governance.

Global governance under conditions of norm polysemy
Considering context plurality and ambiguity as inescapable conditions of norm meanings has
deep implications for how we study the role of norms in global governance. In particular, it sug-
gests to theorise the practices through which actors cope with norm polysemy as central, and in
fact, constitutive processes of global governance. If there is an inherent element of ambiguity to
norms, then coordinated action depends not on the ability to fix their meaning, as dominant
approaches to global governance suggest, but on mechanisms to cope with their persistent inde-
terminacy. Different coping strategies may have important effects on relations between actors of
global governance, as well as the effectiveness and legitimacy of governance itself.67

In this section, we use empirical illustrations from different areas of contemporary global gov-
ernance to introduce four mechanisms that we see as characteristic institutional solutions for cop-
ing with norm polysemy: deliberation, adjudication, uni- or minilateral fixation attempts, and ad
hoc enactment. While often designed to do so, the actual function of these mechanisms is not to

63Neil Fligstein and Doug McAdam, A Theory of Fields (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2012), p. 9.
64Winston, ‘Norm structure, diffusion, and evolution’.
65Ibid., p. 647.
66See, for example, Simon Frankel Pratt, ‘From norms to normative configurations: A pragmatist and relational approach

to theorizing normativity in IR’, International Theory, 12:1 (2020), pp. 59–82 (pp. 69–73).
67See Best, The Limits of Transparency.
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stabilise meaning. Instead, they structure the fields of norms by defining valid modes of discourse
(thereby putting in place the language games in which actors construct and struggle over norm
meanings) and providing repertoires for the enactment of norm meanings – ‘what tactics are pos-
sible, legitimate, and interpretable for each of the roles in the field’.68 The governance areas from
which we draw our insights are African peace and security, state conduct in the cyber domain,
and international criminal justice. All three areas are characterised by intense norm contestation,
the main fault lines of which run between representatives of the Western-dominated liberal inter-
national order and emerging or peripheral actors. For this reason, they are promising starting
points for an exploration of the politics that infuse processes of coping with norm polysemy.
Following the discussion of the different mechanisms, we briefly highlight some implications
for power relations, legitimacy, and effectiveness.

Deliberation

Deliberative mechanisms aim to find consensual interpretations of norm meanings through argu-
mentative reasoning. Rooted in a Habermasian concept of discourse,69 this is the coping mech-
anism that comes closest to the ideal of many social constructivists and contestation theorists.
The logic of deliberation as a coping mechanism rests on the assumption that, by communicating
about their respective interpretations of a norm and trying to persuade each other of the merits of
that interpretation, actors’ perspectives would eventually converge sufficiently to allow coordi-
nated action.

An example is the process of devising norms for state conduct in the cyber domain in the UN
framework.70 Responding to growing awareness about the implications of the rise of digital
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) for international security, in 2003 the
UN General Assembly’s First Committee convened the first in a series of Governmental
Groups of Experts (GGE). The purpose was ‘to consider existing and potential threats in the
sphere of information security and possible cooperative measures to address them’71 as well as,
in later sessions of the GGE, to foster consensus on fundamental rights and responsibilities
(‘norms, rules, principles’) of states in the cyberspace.

After overcoming initial obstacles, early rounds of the GGE process seemed to indicate incremen-
tal progress towards a common normative framework. A major breakthrough occurred with the 2013
consensus report,72 which confirms that international law applies to the cyber domain. Far from sig-
nalling consensus (that is, ‘shared understanding’), however, this assertion has given rise to the more
vexing question of how international law applies to the cyber domain.73 There is an ongoing disagree-
ment over what fundamental norms of international law like the right to self-defence mean in cyber-
space.74 Whereas some actors (primarily the Western states) advocate the applicability of the
self-defence norm to the cyber domain, others (notably China) vehemently oppose it. At the heart
of the conflict lie interpretative differences over what constitutes an armed attack in the cyber domain
and, by implication, under which conditions the norm authorises the use of force in response to a

68Fligstein and McAdam, A Theory of Fields, p. 11.
69Jürgen Habermas, Theory of Communicative Action, Vol. 2: Lifeworld and System: A Critique of Functionalist Reason

(Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1987).
70For an overview, see Tim Maurer, ‘A dose of realism: The contestation and politics of cyber norms’, Hague Journal on the

Rule of Law, 12 (2020), pp. 283–305.
71United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 58/32, ‘Developments in the Field of Information and

Telecommunications in the Context of International Security’, A/Res/58/32, New York, 18 December 2003.
72United Nations, Note by the Secretary-General, ‘Group of Governmental Experts on Developments in the Field of

Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security’, A/68/98, New York, 24 June 2013.
73United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 70/237, ‘Developments in the Field of Information and

Telecommunications in the Context of International Security’, A/Res/70/237, New York, 23 December 2015.
74See, for example, Michael N. Schmitt, ‘The law of cyber warfare: Quo vadis?’, Stanford Law & Policy Review, 25 (2013),

pp. 269–99 (pp. 281–8).
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cyberattack. In other words, by now, interpretative challenges resulting from norm polysemy, and at a
more fundamental level from norm ambiguity, have assumed the centre stage in the process.75

The disagreements over norm interpretations are of such extent that they even caused the GGE pro-
cess to come to a temporary halt in 2017, when the fifth GGE could not agree on a consensus report.
While the deliberative approach has structured the field in which different norm interpretations are
enacted, it has not achieved the purpose of creating ‘shared understandings’. Even though the process
was resumed in 2019,76 expectations regarding its effectiveness remain modest and, as reflected by the
establishment of a more inclusive Open Ended Working Group,77 which convenes in parallel to the
GGE, the legitimacy of the GGE process is increasingly being challenged. As such, the UN-centred
process of regulating state conduct in the cyber domain provides an illustrative example of actors
attempting to copewith ambiguity, and norm polysemy, using deliberation, as well as the repercussions
this choice of mechanism entails for the effectiveness and legitimacy of the process.

Adjudication

Global governance actors can invest the power to interpret norm meaning in judicial bodies. The
rationale is to remove the decision over meanings from the supposedly detrimental influence of
politics to the realm of legal arguing. The ostensibly objective character of legal modes of reason-
ing is supposed to legitimate such decisions. This idea, well established in International Law
scholarship and IR work especially in its liberal institutionalist variant, underlies the creation
of international courts and a plethora of dispute settlement mechanisms. From this point of
view, international courts exercise a distinct public authority on behalf of the international
community that allows them to stabilise normative expectations.78

Some of the most high-profile instances of coping with polysemy through adjudication are the
disputes over the meaning of sovereign immunity, one of the foundational norms of international
law. Challenges launched against the ICC especially by African states have exposed the limited suc-
cess of efforts to specify the meaning of sovereign immunity through codification in the Rome
Statute.79 After failed attempts to find consensus through deliberative mechanisms like the ICC’s
Assembly of State Parties,80 African states tried to shift the dispute from the political to the legal
realm by suggesting that the International Court of Justice (ICJ) provide an advisory opinion on
the matter of the sovereign immunity norm.81 High-level AU representatives have recently indicated
that they are willing to accept the ICJ’s opinion, whether it endorses their interpretation or not.82 This
demonstrates the potential of dispute settlement mechanisms to provide interpretations of norm
meaning that are considered authoritative even if they are not shared. Such mechanisms require,
of course, that the involved parties accept their authority – an issue we will briefly return to below.

75For an overview of the norms agreed upon by the 2015 GGE and specific elements of indeterminacy in these norms, see
Maurer, ‘A dose of realism’, p. 293.

76United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 73/266, ‘Advancing Responsible State Behaviour in Cyberspace in the
Context of International Security’, A/Res/73/266, New York, 22 December 2018.

77United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 73/27, ‘Developments in the Field of Information and
Telecommunications in the Context of International Security’, A/Res/73/27, New York, 5 December 2018.

78Armin von Bogdandy and Ingo Venzke, ‘On the functions of international courts: An appraisal in light of their burgeon-
ing public authority’, Leiden Journal of International Law, 26:1 (2013), pp. 49–72.

79See, for example, Paolo Gaeta, ‘Does President Al Bashir enjoy immunity from arrest?’, Journal of International Criminal
Justice, 7:2 (2009), pp. 315–32; Asad G. Kiyani, ‘Al-Bashir & the ICC: The problem of head of state immunity’, Chinese
Journal of International Law, 12:3 (2013), pp. 467–508.

80Kurt Mills and Alan Bloomfield, ‘African resistance to the International Criminal Court: Halting the advance of the anti-
impunity norm’, Review of International Studies, 44:1 (2018), pp. 101–27.

81Dapo Akande, ‘An International Court of Justice Advisory Opinion on the ICC Head of State Immunity Issue’, EJIL:
Talk! (2016), available at: {https://www.ejiltalk.org/an-international-court-of-justice-advisory-opinion-on-the-icc-head-of-
state-immunity-issue/} accessed 22 January 2021.

82Theresa Reinold, ‘African Union v. International Criminal Court: episode MLXIII (?)’, EJIL:Talk! (2018), available at:
{https://www.ejiltalk.org/african-union-v-international-criminal-court-episode-mlxiii/} accessed 22 January 2021.
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Uni- or minilateral fixation attempts

Many of the problems that deliberative and legal modes of coping with divergent norm interpreta-
tions encounter can be understood as consequences of context plurality and ambiguity, the two
constitutive sources of polysemy. When the shortcoming of multilateral processes become apparent,
actors or groups of actors can attempt to assert their interpretation as valid, while denying the val-
idity of competing norm meanings. This can either come in the form of unilateral statements pro-
moting certain interpretations or choosing exclusive discursive arenas to reduce context plurality.

For an example of the first variant, we can turn to the polysemic norm of subsidiarity in
African peace and security governance. The norm is supposed to clarify the authority relations
between the UN, the African Union, and the subcontinental organisations (Regional Economic
Communities, RECs) by envisioning a division of labour according to the principle that conflict
responses should be as local as possible, as international as necessary. Even though it projects
such a neat conceptualisation, attempts at putting the subsidiarity norm into practice have
been stunted by diverging interpretation of its meaning. In this context, actors have reverted
to unilateral attempts to fix meanings, which expressed their quest for organisational autonomy.

The AU in particular has advanced an understanding of subsidiarity as a means of asserting its
ownership and authority over African peace and security affairs, and of securing material support
from the UN.83 Officials of the AU and its member states felt sidelined by the UN and Western
actors in conflict resolution in Libya, Mali, and Sudan. Against this background, the AU Peace
and Security Council asserted that subsidiarity implied ‘consultations prior to decision-making
… and effective use of the comparative advantage of the AU and its Regional Mechanisms for
Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution’.84

Interestingly, the AU has shown inconsistencies in its interpretations of the norm when it
comes to its ‘upwards’ relations with the UN versus its ‘downwards’ relations with the subregional
RECs. Towards the latter, the AU emphasises its supreme authority to rebuff an unchecked devo-
lution of peace and security competences.85 This interpretative ambivalence appears especially
stark as the same governments promote different stances depending on the organisational
venue,86 which demonstrates the strategic and political nature of struggles over norm meanings.

The second variant, switching from broad global mechanisms to more exclusive formats, is
exemplified by more recent developments in the cyber norm process. In light of the temporary
breakdown of the GGE process and the continual contestation over norm meanings, state actors
have increasingly turned to ‘like-minded’ groups such as the group of Western states, or regional
organisations like the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) centred on China and Russia.
The hope is that ‘common understandings’ are more readily available, and agreement can be
more easily reached inside these less-than-universal formats with their more homogeneous mem-
bership. The retreat to more exclusive formats with more homogenous interpretative contexts is
an attempt to circumvent the ‘interpretative challenges’ the GGE process has run into. However,
the ultimate effect of this strategy is not an eradication of norm ambiguity, but the constitution of
a new field for enacting norm meanings that includes agents, modes of discourse, and action
repertoires that are more amenable to certain actors’ dispositions.

83Kilian Spandler, ‘UNAMID and the legitimation of global-regional peacekeeping cooperation: Partnership and friction in
UN-AU relations’, Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding, 14:2 (2020), pp. 187–203.

84AU Peace and Security Council, Communiqué of the 397th Meeting at the Level of the Heads of State and Government,
PSC/AHG/COMM/1 (CCCXCVII), New York, 23 December 2013, para. 6.

85Bjørn Møller, The Pros and Cons of Subsidiarity: The Role of African Regional and Subregional Organisations in Ensuring
Peace and Security in Africa (Danish Institute for International Studies, 2005), p. 29; Michelle Ndiaye, ‘The relationship
between the AU and the RECs/RMs in relation to peace and security in Africa: Subsidiarity and inevitable common destiny’,
in Cedric De Coning, Linnéa Gelot, and John Karlsrud (eds), The Future of African Peace Operations: From the Janjaweed to
Boko Haram (London, UK: Zed Books, 2016), pp. 52–64 (p. 54).

86Yann Bedzigui, ‘AU Summit 30: Clearer Lines Are Needed between the AU and RECs’, ISS Today (2018), available at:
{https://issafrica.org/iss-today/au-summit-30-clearer-lines-are-needed-between-the-au-and-recs} accessed 22 January 2021.
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Ad hoc enactment

This mechanism differs from the former three in that it does not rely on the assumption that
there is an objectively attainable, fixable meaning behind the polysemic norm. It is therefore pos-
sibly the one that comes closest to acknowledging – though not necessarily by design – norm
ambiguity as a constitutive condition of global governance. Instead of trying to govern polysemy
away, actors strike temporary and pragmatic bargains that enable cooperation on the basis of a
common understanding of ways of action, without attempting to resolve the underlying disagree-
ments over norm interpretation once and for all.

Turning back to African peace and security governance, we find that ad hoc enactment has
been a consequential way for the involved organisations to ensure cooperation in addressing cri-
ses despite the inability to settle differences over the meaning of the subsidiarity norm.
Inter-organisational cooperation on African peace and security challenges have followed a largely
situational logic, in which the concrete circumstances of the crisis at hand shape how conflict
resolution strategies are devised.87 For example, the creation of a hybrid UN-AU Mission in
Darfur (UNAMID) was crafted in response to the unique conditions of the conflict, including
the shortcomings of the initial AU-led mission in the region, pressure on the UN to engage
by transnational civil society campaign, and Karthoum’s rejection of non-African troops on
Sudanese territory.88 In other cases, the organisations have opted for the sequential or parallel
deployment of missions. Accordingly, many official documents by the UN and the AU emphasise
flexibility in the interpretation and application of subsidiarity instead of offering any final defini-
tions and operationalisations.89

Coping with norm polysemy: Reflections on power, effectiveness, and legitimacy

The overview of existing norms research in IR in the first section has demonstrated that this
body of scholarship is permeated by sweeping claims regarding the effects of polysemy on the
effectiveness and legitimacy of global governance.90 It seems to assume that the clarity of
norm meaning – and therefore the absence of polysemy – is a possible, necessary, and desirable
condition for global governance. Our illustrations here suggest instead that the implications are
much more contingent and ambivalent. Above all, they depend on the mechanisms through
which actors cope with differences over norm meanings, and on the politics that infuse these
processes.91

For example, many liberal thinkers regard deliberative processes as highly legitimate. However,
the crisis of global multilateralism shows that such mechanisms seem to be less and less able to
deal with context plurality. Illiberal governments, emerging states, and critical non-state actors
challenge Western liberal standards of legitimacy. The ability of consultative mechanisms to pro-
duce a viable environment for enacting norm meanings under these conditions seems to be erod-
ing, as the example of the GGE in the cyber realm suggests. In the liberal tradition, legal reasoning
as a mode of deciding norm meanings is often the natural resort in cases where deliberation fails.
International courts and dispute settlement mechanisms may acquire a high degree of legitimacy,

87Ndiaye, ‘The relationship between the AU and the RECs/RMs’.
88Spandler, ‘UNAMID and the legitimation of global-regional peacekeeping cooperation’.
89AU Commission, Report of the Chairperson of the Commission on the Partnership between the African Union and the

United Nations on Peace and Security: Towards Greater Strategic and Political Coherence, PSC/PR/2 (CCCVII, 2012), 9
January 2012; Addis Ababa; High-Level Independent Panel on United Nations Peace Operations, ’Uniting our Strengths
for Peace’: Politics, Partnership and People’, New York, 16 June 2015.

90This cursory discussion views effectiveness broadly as the ability of global governance mechanisms to induce coordin-
ation and cooperation on transboundary policy issues, or to make authoritative decisions on these issues. Legitimacy refers to
judgements by different stakeholders about whether the justifications for, as well as the processes and effects of these mechan-
isms, are appropriate.

91See also Best, The Limits of Transparency.
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but as Andreas Follesdal’s cursory inspection of the landscape of international courts and tribu-
nals suggests, they still face significant legitimacy problems.92

In addition, due to the lengthy nature of adjudicative processes, their ability to provide timely
solutions to situational differences of interpretation is limited. This is not to say that international
courts cannot and should not play a significant role in governing the ambiguity of norm meaning.
The ICJ’s judgements in cases such as Wall, Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against
Nicaragua and Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo, for example, have significantly
shaped the boundaries within which debates about the meaning of the norm of self-defence
take place.93 But to further enhance the role of international courts in addressing governance
challenges stemming from multiple interpretations of norm meaning (that is, polysemy), we
need to address their multiple legitimacy problems.94

Uni- and minilateral fixation attempts, meanwhile, may be a way of asserting authority and
‘resolving’ differences within a short timeframe. Moreover, they can engender powerful moments
of resistance, where hegemonic meanings are rejected, and alternative visions projected. However,
they are equally available to dominant actors as ways to enhance their hegemony, especially if
they declare their interpretations as universal. In such cases, shifting debates about norm meaning
to legal modes of arguing can change the workings of power in a way that empowers marginalised
agents and their interpretations. Furthermore, the exclusionary nature of uni- and minilateral
attempts may make it harder to cooperatively address governance challenges, thus reducing
the effectiveness and, possibly, the long-term legitimacy of governance mechanisms.

Finally, ad hoc enactment on the basis of strategic situational convergence is highly volatile.
This makes it an inept solution for problems that require long-term engagement, such as
community-based development or postconflict peace building. At the same time, our conceptu-
alisation highlights some advantages. The pragmatic orientation of ad hoc enactments may pro-
vide a way forward when other mechanisms reach an impasse, as in the case of
inter-organisational African peace and security. Since it does not discriminate between norm
interpretations, ad hoc enactment provides a space for enacting difference while still enabling
coordinated action. Assuming the possibility of an essential meaning of norms can easily lead
us to dismiss ad hoc cooperation as a deficient, second-best option to institutionalisation.
From our point of view, it is precisely because it does not rely on this possibility and accepts
the pragmatic notion of norm meaning as relational that ad hoc enactment becomes a viable
mechanism for coping with norm polysemy in global governance. Instead of trying to govern
ambiguity away, ad hoc enactment embraces the ambiguity underlying norm meanings without
giving up on the project of global governance altogether.

As intuited at various stages, power, and the distribution thereof within different governance
contexts, will have an impact on the effectiveness and legitimacy of these coping mechanisms in
some way or another. It is beyond the scope and purpose of this article to address the relationship
between power and ambiguity in detail, but a brief look at the norm literature suggests that the
relationship is not as straightforward as it may seem. Many scholars have agreed that power
resources – including material, institutional, and discursive ones – are critical to the evolution
of norm meaning.95 Indeed, considering the example of self-defence again, Dennis R. Schmidt

92Andreas Follesdal, ‘Survey article: The legitimacy of international courts’, The Journal of Political Philosophy, 28:4 (2020),
pp. 1–24 (pp. 1–2).

93Raphaël von Steenberghe, ‘The law of self-defence and the new argumentative landscape on the expansionists’ side’,
Leiden Journal of International Law, 29:1 (2016), pp. 43–65.

94There is a vast amount of literature addressing the different legitimacy dimensions and problems of international insti-
tutions, including specialised discussions focused on international courts. For a good overview of the different legitimacy
dimensions of international institutions, see John G. Oates, ‘The fourth face of legitimacy: Constituent power and the con-
stitutional legitimacy of international institutions’, Review of International Studies, 43:2 (2017), pp. 199–220.

95Sandholtz, ‘Dynamics of international norm change’; Ingo Venzke, ‘Legal contestation about enemy combatants: On the
exercise of power in legal interpretation’, Journal of International Law and International Relations, 5:1 (2009), pp. 155–84.
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and Luca Trenta have shown how the US’s reinterpretation of the meaning of imminence has
been adopted by many other states, including both US allies and non-Western powers.96 This
is in line with theoretical work that sees certain (powerful) actors as critical to the evolution
of norms.97 However, our conceptualisation of coping mechanisms suggest that power is not
just an external resource that actors bring to the table to underscore the validity of their norm
interpretations. By structuring fields for the constitution of norm meaning that follow distinct
modes of discourse and engender specific repertoires for their enactment, different coping
mechanisms affect the very way that power operates in these processes. Following Michael
Barnett and Raymond Duvall’s argument that ‘social structures and processes generate differen-
tial social capacities for actors to define and pursue their interests and ideals’,98 we can surmise
tentatively that the argumentative mode of discourse in deliberative mechanisms favours persua-
sive power; adjudicate mechanisms put a premium on the ability to exploit formal rules through
legal expertise and reasoning; attempts at uni- or minilateral fixations engender compulsory and
institutional power for the mobilisation and orchestration of consent through material incentives
or force; and ad hoc enactments rely on something akin to network power. These productive
effects differentially empower certain actors over others, and improving our understanding of
these dynamics should be a central concern for IR norms researchers going forward.

This brief discussion can only point to some of the implications of different coping mechan-
isms for global governance. A systematic exploration will require the development of more elab-
orate normative criteria for the evaluation of effectiveness and legitimacy of coping mechanisms.
It will also have to determine whether concrete effects may depend on different stages in the
‘norm life cycle’, such as emergence, diffusion, or institutionalisation. Our intention here is
merely to open up the debate on the implications of norm polysemy by mapping a (not neces-
sarily exhaustive) spectrum of possible coping mechanisms, thus substantiating our claim that the
effects of ambiguity and polysemy are neither inherently good or bad, but depend on the ways in
which global governance actors cope with them.

Conclusion: Norms and normativity in a post-hegemonic world
We argued in this article that IR norms research has not fully explored how norm meanings are
constituted in world politics. More specifically, current debates on norm meaning(s) remain
underdeveloped regarding both the ontological and conceptual foundations, and the normative
evaluation, of polysemy. This has led to a stunted theorisation of the implications of norm poly-
semy, that is, the existence of diverging and competing norm interpretations, for global govern-
ance. While some constructivist approaches and contestation theory acknowledge the role of
context plurality as a reason why actors understand norms differently, ambiguity as an equally
important source of polysemy has not been systematically explored. We offer a framework for
thinking about norm polysemy as constituted by both context plurality and ambiguity. This
approach discards any residual notions of ‘real’ meaning behind norms and instead emphasises
their inherent indeterminacy. As a fundamental condition for global governance, norm polysemy
has important implications for the possibility of global governance. But unlike existing IR norms
research usually claims, these implications are neither inherently good nor bad, but contingent on
mechanisms actors put in place to cope with the polysemy of norms. We distinguish four such

96Dennis R. Schmidt and Luca Trenta, ‘Changes in the law of self-defence? Drones, imminence, and international norm
dynamics’, Journal on the Use of Force and International Law, 5:2 (2018), pp. 201–45.

97Finnemore and Sikkink, ‘International norm dynamics and political change’.
98Michael Barnett and Raymond Duvall, ‘Power in international politics’, International Organization, 59:1 (2005), pp. 39–75

(p. 42). Our tentative typology of how power works in the coping mechanisms is also inspired by Emilie M. Hafner-Burton,
Miles Kahler, and Alexander H. Montgomery, ‘Network analysis for international relations’, International Organization, 63:3
(2009), pp. 559–92; Kratochwil, Rules, Norms, and Decisions; Suerie Moon, ‘Power in global governance: An expanded theory
from global health’, Globalization and Health, 15:S1 (2019), pp. 1–9; Risse, ‘“Let’s argue!”’; Ole Jacob Sending, The Politics of
Expertise: Competing for Authority in Global Governance (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 2015).
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mechanisms and discuss their consequences for the effectiveness and legitimacy of global
governance.

Our discussion clearly dismisses the idea of a silver bullet for dealing with norm polysemy in
world politics. All the mechanisms we identify can enhance but also undermine the effectiveness
and legitimacy of global governance. At the same time, a detached normative relativism is
unlikely to drive the debate forward. We are deeply sceptical about strategies of trying to ‘govern
away’ polysemy through hegemonic fixations or deliberative processes that pursue the idea of a
neat interpretative consensus. Trying to suppress the inherent ambiguity of norms is likely to
prove illusionary and prompt resistance in a world that is characterised by an increasing acknowl-
edgement of difference. Since an element of ambiguity is inherent to all norms, overestimating
actor control over norm meanings and focusing on the instrumental value of polysemy seems
misguided. Neither liberal calls to salvage the liberal international order99 nor advocacy for strik-
ing a new, more inclusive deal for a governance framework with emerging powers100 eventually
seem like appropriate normative responses to the challenge of polysemy.

While our theoretical approach thus suggests a critical normative stance towards grand designs
for international order and sympathises with pragmatic approaches such as ad hoc arrangements,
it is clear that more research on the normative implications of norm ambiguity and norm poly-
semy is needed. Discussions about the ethical consequences and normative desirability of diver-
gent meanings are strikingly absent from the existing IR literature. In contrast, a radically
non-essentialist perspective recognises the normativity pervading the processes of meaning-
making surrounding norms. It does not reduce differences of interpretation to questions of cog-
nition but acknowledges them as constitutive characteristics of norm meaning itself.

Without foreclosing alternatives, we note a close affinity between our perspective on norm
meaning and pluralist thinking in Political Theory. Seeing ambiguity as an inherent feature of
norms makes it possible to regard norm polysemy not just as a structural feature of international
society, but also as a fundamental expression of the normative diversity of the world’s human
communities. Human beings hold different values and different conceptions of what is good
and just, which, in turn, influences their interpretation of norms. It seems intuitive to engage
authors such as William Connolly, Chantal Mouffe, John Williams, and David Wong, who – des-
pite their different subjects, intellectual backgrounds, and perspectives – share a commitment to
normative disagreement and human diversity as the fundamental condition of society.101 Based
on this commitment, they explore how politics and institutions can preserve and promote the
political, moral, and legal agency of human beings in their diversity instead of reducing them
to mere functionaries of social structures. We would argue that understanding norm ambiguity
is key in such an endeavour. Combining the radically non-essentialist understanding of norms
with insights from pluralist theorising allows us to explore how global governance arrangements
may harness the positive potential of human diversity by embracing ambiguity instead of
attempting to ‘govern it away’ by fixing the meaning of norms. In this view, the value of inter-
national norms and governance frameworks would not be premised on the possibility of closing
interpretive ‘gaps’ between essentially different actors (for example, through access to regular con-
testation).102 The normative assessment of norm ambiguity thus shifts from one-sided

99G. John Ikenberry, ‘The rise of China and the future of the west: Can the liberal system survive?’, Foreign Affairs, 87:1
(2008), pp. 23–37; Slaughter, ‘Introduction: Legalization and world politics’.

100Kupchan, No One’s World.
101William E. Connolly, Identity, Difference: Democratic Negotiations of Political Paradox (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University

Press, 1991); Chantal Mouffe, The Democratic Paradox (London, UK: Verso, 2009); Chantal Mouffe, Agonistics: Thinking the
World Politically (London, UK: Verso, 2009); John Williams, Ethics, Diversity, and World Politics: Saving Pluralism From
Itself? (Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2015); David B. Wong, ‘Coping with moral conflict and ambiguity’, Ethics,
102:4 (1992), pp. 763–84.

102Antje Wiener, ‘Agency of the governed in global international relations: Access to norm validation’, Third World
Thematics, 2:5 (2017), pp. 709–25.
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considerations of its instrumental value (for example, its ability to induce cooperation or its dis-
tributive effects) to how governance mechanisms can channel the fundamental condition of norm
ambiguity in a way that enables the enactment of difference and nurtures its positive value.103

To be sure, there are ethical limits to tolerable interpretations of a norm’s meaning. Even plur-
alists acknowledge that diversity needs limits in order to flourish. These limits arise, in the first
place, from considerations about human dignity and harm, which underpin the general condi-
tions under which actors can exercise their agency.104 These ethical limits, as defined by the social
field, render certain interpretations of a norm intolerable. As a consequence, interpretations such
as the US’s interpretations of the prohibition against torture noted earlier can be excluded from
the range of normatively acceptable enactments of a norm’s meaning, as they are not ethically
appropriate – and legitimate – interpretations of a standard of appropriate behaviour.

Combining a consistently non-essentialist conception of norms with political theories of agon-
ism may provide valuable insights to develop such normative reflections more systematically.
Agonism subsumes a variety of normative perspectives that acknowledge difference as a basic
condition of social life. However, in contrast to the dialogical understanding of agonism as it
can be found in the contestation literature,105 which ultimately seeks to escape from ambiguity
and attempts to return to agreement through deliberation, our reconceptualisation of norm
meanings suggests exploring forms of agonistic politics that sustain difference and are more
accommodating of disagreement and conflict. Because problematising norm meaning ‘all the
way down’ forefronts the politics of norm meanings, we propose to explore whether Mouffe’s
more radical work on agonistic politics provides a viable normative basis for global governance
in a post-hegemonic world.106 Previous work in IR, for example on the notion of ‘enlightened
localism’,107 or principles derived from non-Western traditions of thought like Daoism108 and
Confucianism,109 may offer valuable building blocks for such an approach. Developing linkages
between radically non-essentialist norms research and political theory will enable us to formulate
a critique of contemporary global governance without having to rely on liberal, Western-centric
standards.

This consciously normative and critical approach to norm meaning provides the ground for
normative positions in the debate on the future of global governance that neither give in to liberal
angst and its restorative reflex nor succumb to illusions about a new global normative consensus.
These positions would instead ask which mechanisms of coping with norm polysemy are best
suited to tolerate the elusiveness of deep moral consensus, how governance frameworks in
areas such as climate, outer space or the cyber domain should be designed, and how existing gov-
ernance arrangements can be reformed. Answering these questions will push us to think much
more innovatively about the structure of, and forms of participation in, global governance insti-
tutions, leading us away from static notions of standard setting and compliance towards more
flexible, open, and dynamic arrangements for the post-hegemonic era. A better understanding
of the political dynamics of norm meaning is a precondition for such a project.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful for the helpful comments by the three anonymous reviewers.

103See also Best, The Limits of Transparency.
104See Dennis R. Schmidt, ‘Peremptory law, global order, and the normative boundaries of a pluralistic world’,
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